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By Kim Prochazka and Judy Mann

The vision of SEAChange
To provide cutting-edge research to generate the necessary knowledge that will support
management in achieving a healthy and productive marine and coastal environment for
the benefit of all current and future South Africans.

Background

Most SANCOR members will be
familiar with the Sea and Coast
Programme, which was established in
1995 as a partnership between the
Foundation for Research and
Development (FRD, now the National
Research Foundation, NRF) and the
Department of Environmental Affairs
and Tourism (DEA&T). The first
programme ran from 1995 to 2000,
while the second programme ran from
2001 to 2005. The programmes enabled
the marine science community of South
Africa to work together to achieve high
quality research in the marine
environment and helped to ensure that
South Africa remained at the global
forefront of marine science.
These earlier phases were objectively
evaluated by independent international
review panels and were considered
outstanding in terms of the quality of
research and the training they have
provided.
A high number of
postgraduate students has been
produced, many of whom now playing
leading roles nationally and
internationally. The programme has also
been outstanding in its record of
transformation and has a strong legacy

of leadership in marine science.
However, marine science in South Africa is
in crisis. Several departments have been
closed and many vacant posts remained
unfilled.
Access to ships’ time and
research equipment has declined,
hampering research. There is a continuing
loss of skills and the number of
publications on marine science has
dropped. In addition to this, it has been
recognized that in line with national and
international trends there is a need for more
integrated research and the broadening of
the research focus in the marine and coastal
environment to include the social sciences,
economics, law and humanities.
Against this backdrop of opportunities,
challenges and crisis, SANCOR embarked
on the process of developing a third phase
of the Sea and Coast Programme, which
will be called SEAChange (Society,
Ecosystems and Change), reflecting the
important place of humans in the dynamic
marine ecosystem, the need to shift to an
ecosystem-based approach to management
and the fact that both natural environments
and societal processes are changing at an
unprecedented rate. The programme will
run from 2007 to 2011, bringing the
programme in synch with other NRFfunded programmes.
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Recognizing that science in the
marine and coastal environment is a
field that cuts across multiple
disciplines, the programme was
constructed in a democratic manner
by the broader marine science
community, including researchers,
managers, social scientists,
economists, educationalists and legal
experts. The process was collaborative
and inclusive. Initial workshops were
conducted in all coastal provinces and
draft documents were widely
circulated to ensure that the entire
marine science community had an
opportunity to provide input. As the
outline of the programme took shape a
series of thematic workshops were
conducted to describe the scope and
research directions within each theme.

•

An appropriate balance between
fundamental science and applied
science.

The SEAChange programme has the
following broad objectives:
•

Generation of new knowledge

•

Greater cohesion and a more
directed strategy than the Sea and
Coast II Programme, with a
limited number of umbrella
themes.

•

Development of human resources
and capacity

•

•

E n c o u r a g e m e n t
o f
multidisciplinary/ interdisciplinary
research

Inclusiveness, allowing
opportunity for as wide a range of
marine research as possible.

•

•

Transfer of knowledge from the
scientific domain to the public
domain

A ‘big-science’ approach,
allowing space for individual
projects, but there is also
provision for large, cohesive
projects.

•

Development of new technologies.

•

Creative thought, both in terms of
developing a fresh and innovative
programme and in the execution
of the science.

This new programme takes
cognisance of the new challenges,
including the need for multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
training, transformation and
dissemination of information, the loss
of skilled scientists, the changing face
of the employment market and global
climate change.
South Africa is
falling behind in its ability to meet
these challenges and hence to plan for
or react to them. This threatens not
only the safety and security of
individuals but the nation’s optimal
use of the sea. SEAChange will play
a pivotal role in strengthening
scientific capacity, and the
programme emphasizes the need to
build on a basis of cutting-edge
innovative research in the marine and
coastal environment that is relevant to
society.

•

Provision for both natural and
human sciences.

•

Strategic positioning with regard
to other national, regional and
international programmes.

•

E mp h a s i s o n t r a in i n g o f
postgraduate students from the
level of honours to postdoctoral
studies.

•

Encouragement of research across
biogeographic provinces of South
Africa and collaborative research
between researchers both in South
Africa and other countries.

The SEAChange Programme was
designed with the following set of
guiding principles in mind:
•

Emphasis
research.

on

high

quality

SEAChange is aligned with and
complementary to the objectives of
relevant government agencies and
NGOs. Cognisance of both regional
and international programmes
encouraging research and management
across national African boundaries
was also taken. The SEAChange
Programme is aligned with the
research goals of national policies, and
has the same underlying philosophies
with many international programmes.

In order to achieve these objectives the
programme has been structured into
four primary themes (replacing the
‘thrusts’ of the previous programme),
three of which embrace ecosystems as
the central focus. The first theme,
Ecosystems and Change, is concerned
with changes in marine ecosystems over
space and time, including long-range
forecasting, and the physical and
biological explanations for changes.
The second theme, Ecosystems and
People, emphasizes on the interactions
between natural ecosystems (and parts
thereof) and human societies. The third
theme, Ecosystem Functioning,
concentrates on explaining the
fundamental structure and functioning
of ecosystems and the factors that
influence the dynamics of these
systems. The final theme of Marine
Biotechnology supports research
towards the development of new and
improved technologies using marine
organisms. Projects may either fit
entirely within one theme, or may span
two or more themes.
In order to ensure adequate coordination amongst projects, a great
deal of thought has gone into the
development of the programme
management structure. A Programme
Management Committee (PMC) will be
elected by the SANCOR Forum to
oversee the entire programme. The
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PMC is not the SANCOR Steering
Committee, although it may include
members of that committee. The PMC
is primarily responsible for the coordination that is required to ensure
programme cohesion. It will also assist
in the allocation of proposals to the
appropriate theme(s) and in the
selection of reviewers for the peer
review process. Finally, it will develop
terms of reference for the programme
assessment and evaluation and ensure
that information generated through the
programme is regularly communicated
to appropriate audiences through the
most effective channels. The NRF
Advisory Review Panel will decide on
the fundability of proposals.
In
addition to the above, each theme will
have a working group that will meet
annually to examine the scientific
directions and accomplishments of the
suite of projects within that theme.
Four workshops (one per theme) were
funded by the NRF in 2006 to initiate
the process.
Calls for project proposals will be
distributed in February 2007 and will
be advertised through the research
office of the research institutions.
Further information will be available
on the NRF website.

Summary
The SEAChange Programme has been
devised to co-ordinate science in the
marine and coastal environment in a
manner that allows a balance between
fundamental and applied science. The
programme has been constructed
around four themes, each of which has
been identified on the basis of national
needs and the potential to build on
existing strengths, move marine
science forward in new directions and
broaden the knowledge fields in the
domain of the marine and coastal
environment.
Development of the
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programme has involved a fully
consultative and democratic process,
and represents the combined vision of
the South African marine science
community and the investors. The
programme is deliberately broad to
allow participation of a wide range of
disciplines while being focused
specifically on society, ecosystems and
change.

Blamey, Lucy Kemp, Ruth Branch,
Maya Pfaff, Evie Wieters, Cloverley
Lawrence and Kathleen Reaugh.
George and
his Beauties

UCT BEAUTIES
AND

Prof. George
Branch

Storm Santa
Barbara, California
for ITRS 2006
(But only George won
an award)
By Kathleen Reaugh, Lucy Kemp,
Laura Blamey and Ruth Branch

Prof. George Branch of the Marine
Biology Research Institute, Zoology
Department, University of Cape Town,
escorted seven of his current and
former students to the Seventh
International Temperate Reefs
Symposium (ITRS), June 26 to July 1,
2006 at the University of California in
Santa Barbara, California, USA.
All seven students and Prof. Branch
presented papers at the symposium,
and topics ranged from coral reef
biogeography in KwaZulu-Natal to
archaeological fish traps on the South
Coast. South Africa was well
represented at the conference, as Prof.
Christopher McQuaid of Rhodes
University and his student Eliecer Diaz
also both presented papers.
Prof.
Branch’s students included Laura

In addition, three Santa Barbara
students presented the results of
research they had undertaken in South
Africa in 2004-05.
In the final plenary session, Prof.
Branch gave a talk entitled, “One
hundred years of intertidal research in
South Africa: whence and hence?”.
This talk was part of a four-speaker
session with the theme, “Ecology of
temperate reefs: what have we learned
and what should we learn?”. The
session stimulated an hour-long
discussion moderated by three students,
including Kathleen Reaugh.
At the conference banquet, following
much singing of silly songs, Prof.
Branch was honoured with the ITRS
award for Lifelong Contributions to
Marine Science.
The award was
presented by Stephen Hawkins of the
UK, who highlighted not only Prof.
Branch’s contributions to temperate
reef ecology, but also his support of
both the ecological and social aspects
of conservation and marine resource
management in South Africa.
Activities during the conference
included a one-day boat trip to Santa
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Cruz Island, a nature reserve and
marine protected area in the Channel
Islands off the California coast.
Sightings of humpback whales and
dolphins, a short hike on the islands,
snorkelling in the Macrocystis kelp

forest, and the view of a natural oil
seepage point in the Santa Barbara
Channel highlighted the day.

Above: Prof Branch (Left) receives his award,
accompanied by (Left to Right) David Schiel,
Joseph Connell, Tony Underwood, Stephen
Hawkins and MikeFoster.

Normally, expenses prohibit such a
large presence of South African
students at major international
conferences overseas such as these.
However, generous funding for UCT
students was provided by the Andrew
Mellon foundation, in part through a
grant held by Prof. Branch. Additional
funding for Cloverley Lawrence was
provided by Ezemvelo KwaZulu-Natal
Wildlife.

A cautious
approach for the
Transkei lobster
fishery

high levels of unemployment.
However, this also places a great
burden on management to ensure
sustainable use; not only to protect
stocks but also to ensure that the longterm rights of fishers are not placed in
jeopardy. The informal fishery for
East Coast rock lobster, Panulirus
homarus, in the Transkei region is
such a fishery where
commercialisation is perceived as a
much-needed means to alleviate
poverty in the region. Recognizing its
importance, the Oceanographic
Research Institute undertook a study
to contribute towards sustainable
management of this high-value
resource.
Unfortunately, this fishery is not
without complexity. For example, the
lobsters in KwaZulu-Natal and
Transkei appear to belong to a single
stock, so that over-exploitation in the
one region may have detrimental
effects in the other. In KwaZulu-Natal
lobster populations are in a relatively
healthy state, where they have
sustained a well-regulated recreational
fishery for decades. However, the
status of the stocks along the Transkei
coast is uncertain. In Transkei, many
coastal people make a living by selling
rock lobsters informally to tourists and
coastal hotels. Due to inadequate law
enforcement and the fact that fishing
occurs mostly at night in inaccessible
areas, this fishery is poorly regulated.
No catch statistics are available but
circumstantial evidence suggests that
the fishery is expanding with growing
interest in developing it into a smallscale commercial fishery.

By Erika Steyn (ORI)

Small-scale

harvesting of marine and

coastal resources represents an
important opportunity for food and
income generation. This is especially
true in developing regions plagued by

Our study, conducted in collaboration
with Dr. Peter Fielding (FieldWork)
produced some disconcerting results.
Undersized animals made up 65 % of
catches in Transkei, highlighting the
problem of non-compliance. Models

developed for the Transkei stock
indicated that the fishery is already
fully exploited. Although the
sustainability of the fishery could be
improved by better compliance and
enforcement of the gear and size
restrictions, any further development of
the fishery would have to ensure that
spawner biomass- and egg productionper-recruit remain above 30% of
unexploited levels. To achieve such
sustainable levels of exploitation, a
detailed management plan would have
to be set in place to monitor catches
and regulate fishing effort.
Commercialisation of Transkei lobsters
could pose a challenge for the KZN
fishery where the sale of the East Coast
rock lobster is illegal. KwaZulu-Natal
rock lobsters may thus well be
“exported” for sale in the Transkei,
posing a risk to the recreational
character of the fishery. This in turn
calls for a multiple management
strategy, possibly involving
distinguishing between lobsters from
the two provinces to prevent crossborder movement of lobsters. Tail
clipping of lobsters caught in
KwaZulu-Natal and a prohibition on
the sale of tail-clipped lobster are a
possible solution.
Despite the apparent need,
commercialisation of the fishery should
be approached with caution, as
mismanagement of this valuable stock
is likely to have far-reaching
consequences for the resource itself,
for the KwaZulu-Natal fishery and the
present artisanal fishery in Transkei.
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Marine Biology in the
public domain
By Dr Nadine A. Strydom

Popularisation of science is becoming
increasingly important in South Africa.
Often, when scientists are confronted
with the necessity to write popular
articles or give popular talks, fear wells
up, stress levels rise and time pressures
are cited. Scientists are known for
dedicated work on their research
subjects, publishing their data and
training students. As we are all aware,
loads of administration and proposal
writing go with these tasks, among
others. Who has time to take scientific
topics and reshape them into layman’s
terms?
Most often we feel there is no point to
such time expenditure. Sometimes, this
even feels like an impossibility given
our subject matter. Try telling people
about larval fishes! Usually they have
never heard the word “larval”
associated with fish, the whole
concept of a larval stage in anything
other than butterflies is foreign; they
cannot see them and because they
cannot see them, they often question
the point of studying things that are so
small when you could just wait a
while and study them once they reach
a meaningful size…this ‘meaning’ is
often only seen in terms of angling or
restaurants.
The crux of the matter is that it can be
done – science can be popularised. All
that is required is a dash of will, a
splash of creativity and a teaspoon of
time in our busy schedules.
The
surprising thing about popularising
science is that our scientific passion for
our subjects bubbles over into the
popular forum we choose to engage
with and people are thirsty for
environmental knowledge. Our
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enthusiasm for our subjects spills over,
even though we may not realise it, and
people walk away enthused by it.
Once you have inspired your first
young person to become a marine
biologist or have been thanked for an
article you wrote because it opened
someone’s eyes, you will understand
the level of inspiration that popularised
science can generate.
Marine biologists often have a general
knowledge base on coastal life and
issues, separate from their particular
research subjects, and this can also be
used as a basis for articles that
stimulate an appreciation for marine
life and its conservation.
As much as we would all like to stick
our heads in the sand on the matter, in
a sense it is each and every scientist’s
responsibility to publish his or her
science to reach as wide an audience as
possible as we, the scientists, are the
authorities on our subjects. After all,
there is no greater destructive force out
there than ignorance.

Don’t let the concept of the unknown
frighten you! Take the plunge into
popularising your science. You will be
surprised with the response that
popularised marine science can
generate amongst children, adults and
prospective students. You can do this
by writing popular articles and
submitting them to local or national
newsletters or magazines; giving a

public talk at local environmental
organisations (e.g. WESSA) or
outdoors clubs (e.g. angling, hiking,
birding); you could lead an
environmental outing in your area
(short hikes, beachcombing and rocky
shore exploring during the day or at
night, by torch light, work well with the
public); you could provide information
to local environmental educators and
work with them to make your subject
understandable; you could disseminate
information that relates to science in a
way particular to your experience and,
lastly with an eye on the future, you
could encourage your students to
popularise their science.
If every
marine scientist just did one of these
once a year we would start making a
difference to public awareness of
science. Tip: never underestimate the
proof-reading power of your nonscientific colleagues and family. If
they don’t understand something, the
public will probably not either so try
again using different words or phrases.
Practice makes perfect.

This cartoon is a product of SAASTA
developed for Biosciences month, an
initiative of the Department of Science
and Technology. The cartoonist and
his team worked with Dr Nadine
Strydom, a larval fish specialist at the
South Africa Institute for Aquatic
Biodiversity, to popularise the oftendifficult concept of larval fishes and the
need to study them. The cartoon series
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developed for the Biosciences initiative
will be distributed nationally via
various newspapers and web media.

dragging their feet, seemingly unwilling
to face the inevitable.

reduction of TAC levels is meant to
perform the trick.

Note: I’ve just written another popular
article, this time on popularising
science and it took me half an hour.
You have just read it. On this occasion,
the article was not on larval fishes but
based on my experience as an
environmental educator for a local
Nature Conservation department and
the Wildlife and Environment Society,
mostly during my postgraduate student
years. It was here that I realised how
poorly informed the public is about
environmental issues, how thirsty for
knowledge people are and what a
critical role scientists can play in this. I
submitted my article to a national
newsletter for marine scientists in the
hope of encouraging South Africa’s
marine science community to
communicate their science.

Due to over-exploitation of fish stocks
(initially evidenced in the 1970’s) and
now the cumulative effect global
warming is having on the Benguela
current, this uniquely productive stretch
of ocean is showing signs of fatigue.
Hake species, as reported by Namibian
and South African researchers and the
fishing industry alike, is in deep trouble.
Momentary signs of abundance drive the
industry to harvest as hard as they can.
MCM has shown no sign of management
so far, other than the typical and reactive
technique of slowly reducing the TAC
levels. The evidence is that hake has
moved much further south (south and
eastern Cape) and that the size of the fish
is consistently much smaller than
previously. The practice of high grading
(utilizing only the fish that is of the
‘right’ size) has resulted in, unofficially
of course, of dumping of small fish.
Rumours are rife that up to 30% of
catches are dumped, thus hastening the
moment of doom even further.

The poor fisherman on a roeibakkie
who returns after several hours at sea
with seven little fishes says two things
in his camera interview: ‘I used to
catch a bakkie loaded with fish in this
time’. He further says: ‘The
Government must allow me to catch
more!’

Benguela Current
Solutions
By Horst Kleinschmidt
DISCLAIMER
The SANCOR Steering Committee
encourages robust, indeed provocative,
debate about any matters relevant to the
Marine Science Community. The opinions
and views expressed in this article are not a
reflection of the views of the SANCOR
Steering Committee or the Editors of the
SANCOR newsletter. Thank you to all who
support the SANCOR newsletter.

After

increasing evidence that the

African west coast, from the southern
Cape to the northern reaches of
Namibia is facing drastic changes in
the marine catch harvested industrially
for the past 200 years, it is time to
make radical adjustments. In Namibia
some planning is afoot. Alas, in South
Africa Government and industry are

The outlook for the small pelagic sector
(pilchard, red eye, anchovy) does not
look much better. The optimists like to
tell us that this is a cyclical species and,
although now in a trough, will recover.
This may be so, but there are far too
many worrying signs: the trio of fish
species have also moved south (in search
of colder waters?) and have not reappeared in quantities in Namibia as has
been expected. The very comparable
fishery to this one, off the coast of Chile,
fed by a current with very similar
characteristics as the Benguela, has not
had the small pelagics ‘return’ despite
nearly a decade of waiting. There,
fishing fleets have been sold off,
harbours have closed down and fishing
communities have been driven to
increased poverty. Once again the

The story about the lobster that has
migrated south and no longer feeds the
people of Paternoster and
Lambertsbaai, has also not yet sunk in.
It all cannot make sense.
The length of the west coast people,
spanning at least 1,500 kilometres is
dependent on fishing – as a meal on the
table for some, and a job in a fish
factory for others. The number of
secondary industries from fishing,
including from the tourism trade, is
huge.
The litany of problems facing
communities along this coast is
endless. The media have covered it
extensively. After the closure of fish
factories in Walfish Bay on an
unprecedented scale, when will this
happen in Saldanha and Elandsbaai?
Hunger and jobs has everything to do
with smart management of our
fisheries. The mere hope that a vigilant
police force will stop people fishing is
obviously not viable. Poaching is like
crime: the wrongdoer is always one
step ahead of law enforcement and
with innovation side-steps the law.
Clearly there is a need for a Regional
initiative that sets three issues in its
sight:
•

Find socio-economic alternatives
for the impending increased
poverty on this coastline.
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•

Take more comprehensive steps as
far as species management on this
coast is concerned – and critically,
integrate a social grasp in the
management measures, if recovery
programmes are to succeed.
Ensure that the three Governments
on this coast, Angola included,
commit resources into better
understanding of the impact of
global warming on this erstwhile
productive ocean current.

Underneath I offer elements for a
rescue plan for the South African west
coast; things that should and could
indeed be entertained:

1. For the recovery of our hake stocks,
implement the Argentina solution.
After the serious depletion of their
stocks they did three things: They put
in place extensive MPA’s, they put in
place a comprehensive and strict
compliance regime over the MPA’s (a
fishing vessel is considered suspect if it
so much as slows down according to
the satellite monitor whilst crossing
through an MPA) and put observers on
all vessels. In South Africa this
translates into the actual proclamation
of the Namaqualand MPA, possibly
expanding it. The other measures speak
for themselves. In Argentina white fish
stocks are increasing, as are the sizes of
individual fish.

2.
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high time we followed this example in
our situation.

3. If TAC’s for a variety of species up
the west coast stand to be further
reduced in coming years, solutions to
the retention of jobs in that area should
be found. These should include:

3.1. Finding ways that ensure that
larger amounts of horse mackerel are
landed and are salted, brined and semidried, before being exported to West
Africa. If very small companies can
extract profits out of this and create
several hundred jobs, it is a priority
that we maximize the potential of this.
In terms of the newly opened United
Nations Refugee Food Aid programme
office in Pretoria, canning of horse
mackerel, or in its dried form should be
considered.

3.2. Since horse mackerel is caught on
the pre-cautionary principle to this day,
MCM should target resources to
properly survey this stock and come up
with a realistic TAC. It is pooh-poohed
in many quarters, but if the poor
persons’ fish (hake) has become too
expensive, there will be room to have
this substituted with horse mackerel,
never mind its alleged taste; it has
nutritional value and if it beats
competitive products in price, it will be
eaten.

In as far as gas extraction up the

west coast is coming on stream, the
companies that stand to benefit from
this should be obliged to provide social
benefits for communities in
Hondeklipbaai and elsewhere. These
people never had benefits from fishing
due to diamond mining concessions
and have had even less benefit from
diamond mining itself. If offshore gas
extraction in Norway is conditional on
local people deriving a benefit, it is

3.3. The more modern the fishing
vessels, the greater the possibility of
landing fish in Cape Town. Economies
of scale and other commercial
considerations determine this. It is up
to Government to consider if the
reduction of landing levies up the west
coast will provide a sufficient incentive
to keep factories going and thus save
jobs.

3.4. It is astounding that we buy
filleted anchovy from Italy and

Portugal at R40 and R50 for a tiny
glass. Nobody in South Africa does
this, other than some half-backed
imitations. Why? I know the big boys
laugh at the thought of this, but the
point should be: what incentives could
be devised such that an industry of this
kind takes off, hopefully makes money
and creates jobs. It cannot make sense
that all our anchovy should end up as
fish meal!

3.5. Fishers along this coast, who have
not been allocated a quota, also needs
attention. A category, call it
subsistence, should urgently be created
that provides those with a history in
fishing and who ‘get their hands wet’
be allowed nothing other than to sell
what they currently catch legally on
recreational permits and are not
allowed to sell. This would have social
and environmental benefits, something
that was detailed in a previous article.

3.6. The story of a limpet fishery also
requires MCM intervention and
direction before it can become a small
but viable fishery. Once more, its
potential lies up the west coast.

3.7. Another idea that is generally
discarded is that of abalone ranching
up the west coast. An early experiment
in Port Nolloth appears to have gone
awry, but that is by no means the end
of it. In Chile the seeding of coco (their
abalone equivalent) has proceeded in
terrains not previously known for this
organism. If the diamond mines are
decommissioned by the end of this
decade, we could take advantage of the
security around the mining areas to
seed the vast and undisturbed kelp
fields in a manner that gives the local
communities a stake in an asset that
they would, in any event, only be able
to harvest post the de-commissioning
date.
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3.8. Similarly we need MCM’s support
to look into kelp production in the
craters dug on the coast in search for
diamonds and see if pumped seawater
can allow for the intensive growth of
this ‘bamboes’. The frequent answer: it
does not work; is not good enough. A
Government aquaculture authority
should be tasked with finding solutions.
This could be a win-win, where de
Beers does not have to rehabilitate
these holes, as they begin to serve a
new purpose. With the growth of
abalone farming in South Africa, the
demand for this product will constantly
grow. We need to find ways to meet
this demand.

3.9. Land use is one of the biggest
obstacles in the establishment of
aquaculture. The west coast has vast
stretches of coastline that are as yet
uninhabited and, with the decommissioning of the diamond mines
these uninhabited areas will increase
even more. If aquaculture is a
prospective growth industry for South
Africa, then this coastline should have
important stretches designated for this
purpose at an early stage. This could
easily be achieved through carefully
drafted regulations.
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There is infinitely more that could be
added to this shopping list.
Stakeholders are the national Minister
of DEAT, his counter parts in both
Northern and Western Cape, the
diamond mining industry, the
aquaculture industry, the related fishing
industry and, importantly, community
representation along the entire
coastline.
A structured approach that deals
constructively and on a mandated basis
with real issues and solutions is the
only way to make progress. Instead we
have uninformed and futile shouting
from a disorganized trade union,
disgruntled voices from the aquaculture
sector, apparent disinterest from
officials and frustration from the
fishing industry with the way
Government handles the fishing
industry.
Who will pick up the cudgels, bash a
few heads together, show leadership
and get this proposed rescue plan on the
road? It can be done!

The Albatross Task
Force
By Maria Hong

3.10. Government is currently putting

It

massive resources into prospective new
industries. The Department of Science
and Technology appears to play the key
role in this regard. It would be
appropriate that a proposal be put
forward to DST that gives a University
Department with appropriate skills and
experience, the role to establish a
research facility at a harbour up the
west coast with the mandate to conduct
experiments, monitor the industry and
importantly study all effects this
industry is likely to have on the broader
environment and to consider what
mitigation should be undertaken.

steaming away from the coastline on a
fishing vessel, into the never-ending
expanse of the southern ocean. In the
foam flecked background, a white and
black giant appears. It undulates left
and right behind the vessel, its wing
tips just millimeters from the surface.
It’s an albatross and minutes later it is
joined by hundreds more. These almost
entirely pelagic birds, travel large
distances from incredibly isolated
islands in the southern ocean to
assemble here, around fishing boats,
where humans have the remarkable
opportunity of coming into contact with

is quite a thing, when you are

them. These are the emperors of the
seas and 19 of the 21 species face the
risk of extinction. Their major threat,
is fishing.
Albatrosses are dying every 5 minutes
at sea as a result of fishing related
encounters. These deaths go unnoticed.
One moment an albatross
competitively dives for a free meal and
the next, it lies at the bottom of the sea
only to be unhooked and dumped the
next day after hauling. Trawling
activities have also been shown to kill
thousands of albatrosses, upping the
toll to well over a hundred thousand
albatrosses a year. The incidental
mortality of seabirds as a result of
fishing related activities is well known,
and even though agreements have been
ratified and international commitments
exist to resolve the bycatch issue, very
little change has been observed at the
root of the problem.
The UK partner of BirdLife’s Save the
Albatross Campaign, The RSPB, is in
the beginning stages of developing a
dedicated task force, designed to tackle
the problem at its core. So who are
they? They are the Albatross Task
Force. And what is their mission?
Their mission is to educate fishermen
about the globally tested and tried
methods to reduce seabird bycatch.
And where in the world will they be?
They can be found in key countries
with a high level of threat to seabirds
(longlines, trawling, gillnetting),
including Brazil, Chile and South
Africa.
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Thus far, three task force members
have been placed in South Africa and
have already begun their endeavors to
save 15 of the 24 endangered albatross
and petrel species that forage in our
waters. These members are, other than
huge seabird fanatics, experts in their
field, with profound knowledge of
fisheries practices, culture and the need
for mitigation measures in the fishing
industry. Their work aims are diverse
covering social, economic and
scientific aspects of the problem. Apart
from coming in to face-to-face contact
with fisherman, boat owners and
fisheries managers, they spend many
months at sea collecting bycatch data
and conducting mitigation trials, aiming
to refine the application of existing
measures. Their mission on land is to
conduct workshops and training courses
with fishers, fisheries observers and
marine enforcement officials, and in
this way all bases are covered at the
level at which fishing poses a threat to
seabirds. Information exchange and
gathering is achieved through
discussion sessions and interviews.
These are conducted both on and
offshore and in this way the project’s
knowledge base broadens to
incorporate the expertise from those
people at the “grass roots” level.
At present, more than 70% of the
world’s fish stocks are over exploited.
Going hand in hand with that is the
unnecessary annihilation of the world’s
albatrosses, the quintessential indicators
of a healthy marine ecosystem. The
Albatross Task Force believes that the
way to manage this threat is to
convince the industry that by adopting
these measures they will aid in
maintaining the integrity of the marine
ecosystem and ultimately ensure the
future of their livelihoods. This is the
ultimate test for man, to co-exist with
another species that competes for the
same resource and make small
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sacrifices of short term gain in order to
conserve some of the never-before-seen
ancient mariners of the open ocean.
For further information , please email
mhonig@botzoo.uct.ac.za.

scientific responsibility of four French
public-sector members of the Mercator
public interest group (CNRS, Ifremer,
IRD and Météo-France). EGEE is also
a key part of the Tropical Atlantic
Circulation Experiment (TACE), a
program of CLIVAR.

The extension of PIRATA
in the South East
Atlantic
By Mathieu Rouault

THE

BCLME PIRATA ATLAS

BUOY KIZOMBA was deployed at
about 6°S - 8°E at 4100 m depth (05°
58.661 S ; 007° 59.524 E) by IRD and
IFREMER (France) during the
AMMA-EGEE 5 cruise on the 27 of
June 2006. Data is displayed in real
t
i
m
e
o
n
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/pirata/displa
y.html where it can also be
downloaded. The data is also made
available to the Global
Telecommunication System (GTS) to
be used by ocean and weather forecast
models as initial conditions.
The
mooring is fitted with a current meter,
4 temperature/conductivity sensors
deployed at 1, 20, 40, 120 meter depth,
5 temperature sensors to be deployed at
60, 80, 100, 140, 180 meter depth and 2
temperature/pressure sensors to be
deployed at 300 and 500 as well as
anemometer, air temperature and
humidity probe, short wave solar
radiation probe and rain gauge.
EGEE is being undertaken as part of
the international AMMA programme
(Multidisciplinary Analysis of the
African Monsoon), dedicated to study
the water cycle in West Africa, by
investigating and forecasting monsoons
and their impact on local populations.
EGEE is the oceanographic component
and is being conducted under the joint

The Kizomba mooring is a standard
next generation Atlas buoy. It is a 2.3
m diameter fibreglass-over-foam
toroid, with an aluminium tower and a
s t a in l e s s s te e l b r i d l e . W h e n
completely rigged, the system has an
air weight of approximately 660kgs, a
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net buoyancy of nearly 2300 kg, and an
overall height of 4.9 m. The electronics
tube is approximately 1.5 m long, 0.18
m diameter, and weighs 27 kg. The
buoy can be seen on radar from 4-8
miles depending on sea conditions. The
mooring was shipped at the end of
February 2006 from Seattle, USA to
Lome, Togo.
The PIRATA Project provides nearreal-time daily-averaged surface and
subsurface data from all ATLAS
moorings in the Tropical Atlantic, as
well as a data display and a web
interface to plot and download data and
derived quantities. ATLAS moorings
transmit daily mean values from the
previous day and the most recent hourly
surface meteorological observations.
Higher resolution data (10 mn average)
is recorded onboard the moorings and is
made available after mooring
recoveries, which are scheduled on an
annual basis. Real-time updates of
daily mean data are displayed on the
Pirata web pages on a daily basis. In
addition, daily mean ocean temperature,
4 hourly surface wind, relative
h u mid i t y a n d a ir t emp e r a t u r e
observations are submitted onto the
Global Telecommunications System
(GTS) by Argos, primarily for use by
operational data and forecast centres
around the world. The subsurface
temperature data is available on the
GTS as daily averages.

The extension of PIRATA in the South
East Atlantic has applications to marine
ecosystem processes, fisheriesenvironment interaction, climate
variability and forecasting. It will
provide much needed capacity building
and training.
Besides gaining
information on the physics of the
seasonal cycle of sea surface
temperature, ocean surface heat content
and other key parameters, ATLAS
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moorings will be used to monitor
Benguela Niños or other oceanic warm
events detrimental to society as they
approach the region. Abnormal warm
events are detrimental to fisheries and
are associated with above average
rainfall and floods over Angola and
Namibia. Floods have also an impact
on the transport, refrigeration, retail and
insurance industries. If the large-scale
circulation is favourable, then the
precipitation anomalies may extend
further into Southern Africa. These
impacts on fisheries, together with
those on rainfall and the fact that
Benguela Niños and other warm event
of Angola are only an oceanographic
phenomenon with relatively long lead
times justify better monitoring of the
tropical SE Atlantic region as it could
have significant societal benefits.
Warm and cold events of Angola are
linked to the Tropical Atlantic
variability especially along the Equator
all the way to Brazil but the
mechanisms need to be better
understood (advection by current, net
heat budget at the surface, latent heat
fluxes, Kelvin and Rossby waves, wind
curl, wind stress) .
The extension project, PIRATA, will be
the essential part of any ocean
forecasting system that aims to be
beneficial to society. It can be used as
an early warning system and for real
time monitoring. The data will be used
to validate satellite measurements and
ocean model output. It could be used in
operational ocean models developed in
South Africa, Europe and the USA..

Is Peace in the
Ocean an
achievable goal?
By Kim Prochazka

Most of us feel a sense of peace and
tranquility when we gaze out over the
ocean. But this sensation probably
arises more from ignorance of what
really happens on the world’s oceans
than for any other reason. Because our
oceans are not peaceful – they are the
scene of great conflict and a hotbed of
illegal activity.
Many conflicts occur on and around
the world’s oceans. These include, for
example, conflicts between countries
over maritime boundaries and claims,
conflicts over the transport of
hazardous wastes and other high-risk
cargoes, conflicts over nuclear testing
at sea and on small islands, and
conflicts over mutually exclusive uses
of ocean space and resources, to name
but a few.
For coastal dwellers, conflicts over the
harvesting of ocean resources are
probably the most familiar, and not
surprisingly these are more intense
when resources such as migratory fish,
indifferent to our man-made maps of
geo-political boundaries, are shared by
more than one nation. We have all
listened cynically at one time or
another to groups of resource users
blaming one another for the demise of
the fishery resources on which they
rely. Conflicts over fishery resources
may be particularly intense because
use of these resources is often
accompanied by anthropomorphic
baggage such as affiliations to
ancestry, heritage, legitimacy, and
manhood. But the facts are clear - the
world’s fishery resources are in
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trouble. With 75% of the world’s
fisheries being considered fully
exploited, over-exploited or depleted,
there is room for expansion only in the
remaining, and evidently less
desirable1, quarter. Human populations
are, however, increasing faster than the
supply of fishery products, with a
resultant observed decrease in the
global per capita fish supply over the
last 15 years1. There is a global
scramble for these dwindling resources,
and in some cases the gloves have
already come off, as witnessed by
examples such as the ‘Cod Wars’ of the
1970s, the ongoing Patagonian
Toothfish tussles, and the rampant
South African abalone poaching
syndicates.
Illegal activities are rife on the world’s
oceans - piracy, armed robbery, illegal
trafficking of humans, drugs and
weapons to name but a few examples.
Approximately 70% of illegal drugs
seized by authorities have been
transported by sea2. Illegal trafficking
of people is concentrated on women
and children for the purposes of sexual
exploitation and cheap labour. An
estimated 600 000 people are trafficked
annually on a global scale3 with the
majority of these being transported by
sea. A recent report indicates that
Nigeria is the third largest source
country in the world4, while another
estimates that 20% of children
trafficked from Nigeria die during the
dangerous journey on the high seas to
Destination
destination countries5.
countries are largely relatively wealthy
developed nations, with the United
States, countries in the European Union
and Japan weighing in as the top three.
Most people think of pirates as
mythical creatures from their childhood
stories. Pirates, hijackers and armed
robbers are, however, very much alive
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and well and active on the world’s
oceans today.
During 2004, for
example, there were 329 documented
attacks on ships, with 32 crew being
murdered6. The International Maritime
Bureau issues daily piracy warnings to
ships at sea, and publishes a weekly
piracy report on the internet. For the
week preceding the time at which I
wrote this article, six incidents of
attempted piracy and armed robbery
were reported7.
So if these are some of the problems,
what are we doing about them, and why
are they still here? Don’t we have a
United Nations Convention on Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS) to take care of
these issues? While UNCLOS provides
us with a useful framework within
which to work, it also presents us with
some problems.
Some of these
problems arise from gaps, but possibly
the most overriding problem is that of
implementation.
UNCLOS leaves
implementation to the development of
legislation and enforcement of this
legislation by individual states. While
nations have been quick to seize the
benefits afforded them by UNCLOS,
they have not always been quite as
enthusiastic when it comes to taking on
board the responsibilities that go hand
in hand with these. Although the
reasons for this are numerous, much of
the problem arises from insufficient
national capacity to enforce legislation
within extensive EEZs. There is also
no mechanism for ensuring
accountability on the part of
governments – national governments
are not assured of being in power long
enough to take any real responsibility,
and it is very easy for them to apportion
blame elsewhere, plead ignorance, or
prioritise highly visible short-term
quick-fix actions.
To address the
problems experienced on the vastness
of the oceans will require mechanisms
which hold all people, not simply their

representative government scapegoats, responsible. If the oceans are
truly to be the Common Heritage of
Mankind with collective sharing of
benefits, then the responsibility of
looking after the oceans, too, must be
shouldered collectively by the people
of the world.
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Coastwatch Pipeline Initiative
By Grant Trebble

Prior to and during 2003, Coastwatch
members and other I&APs were
uncertain as to whether there was any
impact from the effluent discharged
through the pipelines off the eThekwini
coast in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN). Many
user-groups complained about the
effect the pipelines were having on
their activities , but these impacts
remained unsubstantiated. Following
the various annual monitoring reportback meetings of the marine pipeline
operators, it was apparent that, although
the immediate effect of the individual
discharges was being monitored, there
was no uniform regulation of these
activities; no standard methodology for
monitoring; no determination of the
assimilative capacity of the receiving
environment; and, in fact, no
understanding of the cumulative effects
of the discharges.
In collaboration with the eThekwini
Municipality (whose assistance and
participation were paramount to the
success of this project), and the pipeline
operators, a consultant was
commissioned to perform outfallmonitoring reviews for the larger KZN
marine discharges within eThekwini.
The independence of the process was
ensured by the appointment of
Coastwatch as the chair and WESSA as
the administrative authority of the
Coastwatch Pipeline Initiative. A
Steering Committee of regulators and
pipeline operators was established,
advised by a Scientific Working Group,
which would debate the outcomes of
the meeting and make
recommendations to the Steering
Committee. Payment for work
undertaken was made through

Coastwatch, meaning that the polluters
and regulators could not be accused of
paying the consultant to make
“favourable” recommendations and
could remain impartial to the
stakeholders yet accountable to the
Steering Committee. The initial reviews
focused on two eThekwini outfalls and
were conducted in 2003. Subsequent
reviews conducted in 2004 focused on
the Huntsman Tioxide, the
Umbogintwini Operations Services
(UOS) and Sappi Saiccor outfalls on
the KZN upper south coast. Each of
these reviews assessed the respective
monitoring programmes conducted as
part of Department of Water Affairs
and Forestry (DWAF) permit or licence
conditions. All the operators have either
implemented, or are in the process of
implementing, the recommendations
stemming from the reviews.
The consultant was then asked to
conduct an investigation into the
cumulative effects of a wider range of
discharges to sea off the KZN coast.
This work was funded by DEATMCM, Department of Agriculture and
Environment Affairs – KZN, National
Ports Authority, and eThekwini (the
latter as an authority although also a
pipeline owner). The National Ports
Authority (NPA) was vital to this
assessment owing to the fact that its
dredging operation discharges into the
eThekwini marine environment.
The overall conclusions drawn from
this investigation are that the sediment
trace metal distributions appear to be
mostly explainable by the distribution
of land-derived silt and clay minerals in
the system. However, the Durban

dredge spoil dump-site has apparent
non-lithogenic sources of trace metals
(zinc) on it and the adjacent
sediments.
In the Thukela Bank
sediment, copper, chromium, nickel,
and arsenic exceed conservative
toxicity effect threshold guidelines,
and a proportion of the nickel
concentrations are in the range of
probable adverse biological effects.
There is evidence of the
bioaccumulation of zinc in rock
lobster digestive gland tissue in the
Durban Bluff area; this was not
evident in sites to the north or south.
Aside from the indications of zinc
accumulation in rock lobster digestive
gland tissue, this survey did not detect
any cumulative environmental effects
that could be attributed to the
deepwater marine outfalls or dredge
spoil disposal on the KwaZulu Natal
coast.
The recommendations that arise from
the work are:
• to initiate longer-term monitoring of
trace metal concentrations in Thukela
Bank sediments (e.g. three-year
intervals);
• to conduct a survey into the possible
bio-accumulation of contaminants in
the commercially important shrimp on
the Thukela Bank fishing grounds;
• to review the existing trace metal
distribution data to determine whether
“background” concentrations can be
established for the region (base-line
trace metals which would occur
naturally without any man-made
additions);
• to expand rock lobster sampling
(locations and numbers) in the
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eThekwini area to check the observed
digestive gland zinc distribution; and
•

to initiate surveys to improve the
monitoring of the Durban Dredge
Spoil site and determine the
behaviour of dredge spoil dumped
on it, and possible toxic effects.

Coastwatch is extremely grateful to all
participants, and feels that the process
has gone a long way towards
addressing the initial concerns of the
I&APs, and it has also developed a
strong co-operative ethic between
previously antagonistic parties.
Coastwatch has been given funding for
the next six months by the Provincial
Department of Agriculture and
Environmental Affairs to continue the
programme. In the interim we will be
addressing and sourcing funding for the
recommendations mentioned above. In
addition, it is envisaged that the
Coastwatch Pipeline Initiative will be
replicated in areas that do not have such
strong monitoring programmes, and
will further establish the co-operative
processes between the authorities, the
dischargers and the public at large.

BELOW IN THE SEA
By Cecil Giddey

What is that growing rumble like
thunder,
that tries to tear the sea asunder?
A tumbling, rumbling crash of sound,
that scares the crabs right out of the
ground,
so far below in the sea.
There flees a seal it's had a fright,
and also some gulls that just caught
sight,
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of a research ship arriving out of the
gloom,
like a horse of the Apocalypse bringing
some doom,

But work went on in night and day,
with science of course that's the only
way,
to find what's below in the sea.

to life below in the sea.
The sky is clear and there's the sun.
All on board are tired and worn,
and most of the nets are badly torn.
The Radar screen won't even blink
and the Echo-sounder has lost it's link,

Our gear's on board, we're almost
done,
But many more times we'll enter the
breach,

with life below in the sea.

'cause there's so much knowledge yet
to reach,

The cruise we'd had was far too long,

out there below in the sea.

and gales that blew were very strong.

STUDENT’S CORNER
Rietvlei wetland and the role it plays in the
reduction of pollutants from sewage wastewater
By Thabo Masupa and Rudzani Makhado

T he

costs associated with the

purification of sewage wastewater for
domestic use are astronomical.
Wetlands (either natural or artificial)
have the potential to reduce such costs.
We wish to report here on a study
which was conducted at the Rietvlei
wetland, which is situated southeast of
Pretoria, South Africa. The wetland is
inside the Rietvlei Nature Reserve.
Before doing so some background
information on wetlands will be
discussed.
What are wetlands?
The value of wetlands for biodiversity
conservation, cultural resource and for
ecosystem service has received
international attention since 1971, with
the signing of an International
Convention on Wetlands in Ramsar,
Iran. The convention, better known as
the “Ramsar Convention” provides the
framework for national action and

international cooperation for the
conservation and wise use of wetlands
and their resources. Defining wetlands
remains difficult. This is as a result of
variations in the size and locations of
wetlands. Nevertheless, the Ramsar
convention defined wetlands as "areas
of marsh, fen, peatland or water,
whether natural or artificial, permanent
or temporary, with water that is static
or flowing, fresh, brackish or salt,
including areas of marine water the
depth of which at low tide does not
exceed six metres". The mission of the
Ramsar Convention is “the
conservation and wise use of all
wetlands through local, regional and
national actions and international
cooperation, as a contribution towards
achieving sustainable development
throughout the world”.
South Africa as a signatory member of
the convention is also bound to
implement the Ramsar agreements. In
response to increased threats such alien
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species invasion and pollution of water
resources, the Working for Water
Programme was initiated in 1996 by
government department such as Water
Affairs and Forestry and Environmental
Affairs and Tourism. Besides
attempting to alleviate poverty the main
purpose of the programme was to
promote conservation and wise use of
wetlands resources (see Image 1below).

Image 1
Why study wetlands?
The value of wetlands are immense, but
wetlands are amongst the most
threatened ecosystem. Without a solid
u nd e r s t a n d i n g o f t h e ir v a l u e ,
communities could be deprived of their
value. In the first instance: wetland
areas are amongst the most valuable
habitats because they provide a habitat
for a diverse number of aquatic and
terrestrial species. They support birds,
mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fishes
and invertebrates species. In addition:
wetlands are considered as essential to
the health, welfare and safety of the
communities around it. They function
as efficient ecosystem services by
sinking carbon, which might have
increased atmospheric carbon dioxide.
They retain water, reduce floods,
control erosion and reduce water
pollutants. They are also valued for
having the ability to supply quality
drinking water while serving as a
source of food (fish and wildlife) and
energy.
Lastly, they give rise to
tourism opportunities and form part of
the cultural heritage. The study,
reported here, relates only to the value
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of wetlands in reducing pollutants. We
chose the Rietvlei wetland as our study
area because it is faced with severe
pollution from sewage wastewater.

Although more in depth research
needs to be done our study results
showed that the Rietvlei wetland has
the ability and is in fact reducing
pollutants from sewage wastewater. It
has no effect on the water pH, as it
was constant at 7.7 at all sample sites.
In contrast the acidity of sewage
wastewater was 13 milligram per litre
(mg/l) at site 1 and reduced to 7.2 mg/l
at site 3. The alkalinity of water was
127 mg/l at site 1 and decreased to 103
mg/l at site 3. Ammonia was 5.7 mg/l
at site 1, which reduced to 2.7 mg/l at
site 3. Fluoride level was 0.51 at site 1
and trimmed down to 0.39 at site 3. At
site 1, nitrates level was 3.5 mg/l,
which was reduced to 0.81 mg/l at site
3 and lastly sulphate was 52 mg/l at
site 1 and decreased to 50 mg/l at site
3 (Table 1 below)

How proficient is the Rietvlei
wetland in pollutants reduction?
Water that flows through the Rietvlei
wetland goes to the Rietvlei dam. The
dam was built during the great
depression and completed in 1934. The
main source of water for the Rietvlei
dam is the Kempton Park sewage
treatment plant. The water runs though
the wetland before reaching the dam
(Image 2).
The
dam
supplies
domestic
water
to
about 15%
of Pretoria’s
residents.
Water samples were collected from
three sites, site 1 (before the wetland),
site 2 (inside the wetland) and site 3
(after the wetland). Water pH, acidity,
alkalinity, ammonia, fluoride, nitrate
and sulphate were analysed to
determine the effectiveness of the
wetland in reducing pollutants.

Various factors could have contributed
to the reduction of pollutants inside
the wetland, but the following appear
to be the most important influence at
Rietvlei:
1. The low flow rate of the water
inside the wetland which facilitates
trapping and absorption of pollutants,
especially by microorganisms, aquatic
plants and animal species.

Table 1 Mean measurement of chemical analysis at Retvlei wetland, South
Africa
Chemical
properties

Site 1 (Before
the wetland)

Site 2 (Inside the
wetland)

Site 3 (After the
wetland)

pH

7.7

7.7

7.7

Alkalinity

127

106

103

Acidity

13

9.6

7.2

Ammonia

5.7

4.2

2.7

Fluoride

0.51

0.40

0.39

Nitrate

3.5

0.83

0.81

Sulphate

52

51

50

2. The high level of organic matter
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a c c u mu l a t e d d u r in g a n a e r o b i c
conditions which also favours the
retention of heavy metals from
wastewater.

DISCLAIMER

From our study it is possible to deduce
that the Rietvlei wetland is effective in
reducing pollutants from wastewater.
The steady decrease in the pollutants
from wastewater as the water flows
through the wetland (from site 1 to site
3) is evident in the table above.
Removal of such pollutants is necessary
because it reduces water eutrophication
and therefore lowers the costs for
treating water.

This article is my view on the current
marine science employment market in
relation to my expectations from life,
the cost of living in this country and my
options in other fields of employment.
As other students and young people that
I have spoken to seem to agree on some
of the issues raised, it was felt that
months worth of discussions and
philosophy should be condensed and
submitted to SANCOR for debate. To
place me into context demographically,
my field of interest is marine and
estuarine ecology and resource
management, and I am a 30-something,
married with offspring home-owner. I
have been working during and between
degrees to afford to be where I am now.
Very seldom has that work come from
the marine science sector. Normally
my complaints about finances raise
eyebrows, as my “assets” places me in
the top 5% of the country or something.
I’m not ungrateful but I am worried
about long-term prospects. I was also
not given the things I own, but have to
pay for them like anybody else. My
wife has an MSc but is working in a
non-science field as she wants more
time at home with our daughter (also to
cancel out daycare costs). She is
currently pregnant with child number
two and I would very much like for her
to stop working full-time after the
second child arrives. I have been able
to secure contract work and study until
now, but houses and petrol are not
cheap and we are being stretched
financially. When I complete the PhD
I’m busy with, I will have five tertiary
qualifications (two undergrad for those
who think I can’t count). Add to that
my wife’s three and I would like to see
anybody state that we should not
harbour expectations of owning a house
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Concerns from
young marine
scientist
For the record, this article has not been
written to offend established marine
scientists; gripe about the fact that I am
a young white male or vent anger at
those institutions that to date, do not
seem interested in employing me other
than on contract basis sans benefits.

The SANCOR Steering Committee encourages robust, indeed provocative, debate about any
matters relevant to the Marine Science Community. The opinions and views expressed in this
article are not a reflection of the views of the SANCOR Steering Committee or the Editors of
the SANCOR newsletter. Thank you to all who support the SANCOR newsletter.

and living a typical middle-class
lifestyle. I am also not expecting
anybody to sponsor me in this
endeavor. I am capable and willing to
put heart and soul into my work and
my family, but there are some major
stumbling blocks developing, which in
part, I would like to lay at the door of
marine science.
First, due to the fact that I am not
single, and due to the spiraling costs of
housing here in the Eastern Cape and
even more so in the rest of the
country, I cannot simply move away
to another part of the country to
pursue a short-term contract or to take
up a low-paying position – the bulk of
current marine science offerings. My
wife will have to give up her income
and hope to find employment
wherever I want to move to, and we
simply cannot afford to take that risk.
The fact is that the largest employers
in our field are government or semigovernment institutions, and if posts
are not frozen for non-designated
individuals, the average salary they
offer for non-senior management
levels cannot sustain a household
starting up. A modest house or decent
apartment will set you back over half a
million rand (At the moment, the
national average first-time home
buyer’s bond is in the region of R700
000. Try lending that amount and
paying it back on one person’s salary),
petrol costs are sitting around 55c/km
for me, on an older, paid for car.
Should you require a new one (or two)
you are in for even more expenditure.
Add insurance, medical aid, municipal
accounts and normal household
expenditure and it becomes clear that
you cannot sustain yourself and some
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dependants without pulling in a marketrelated salary. Fellow students, even
before finishing their MSc’s, who opt
to go working for consultancies can
start off at around R12 000 per month
plus car and benefits. I have also been
party to some tender document drafting
in the past and I know what typical
professional fees are for senior
scientists. Is it fair then, comparing
what established scientists charge and
what those willing to enter the world of
consultants are paid, to tell us young
scientists to be content with the
opportunities or salaries available to
us? Investigations have shown that a
large amount of marine science
students do not enter into or remain for
long in that field after studies. Some
people have suggested that funding is
done in such a way that we are forced
to work back sponsored time. That
suggestion is a non-starter, as a major
amount of job creation would be
required to find places for us to work!
It is shocking, however, that our
departure from a sinking ship is not
seen for what it is – a need to survive.
Have investigators looked at the
availability of permanent employment
or at least long-term contracts, staff
turnover and frozen posts at the major
employers or compared the salaries on
offer to other sectors? Have they
determined the level of job satisfaction
of junior scientists? Interviewed those
that have left the industry to determine
if there are common causes for
dissatisfaction?
A second serious concern is the state of
funding for marine science in South
Africa. Getting funding to build up
your reputation is not simple either.
Most funding opportunities are from
the NRF, MCM or the WRC. I hear
that all these organizations have
policies in place restricting the amount
of funding going to applications lacking
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representation or social aspects to their
studies, while researchers have to
submit applications suitable for
“flavour of the month” study thrusts.
At the tertiary institution I am enrolled
in, there are not enough representation
on the entire departmental staff and
senior student list to fulfill in the
demands of some redress criteria. How
then can I be successful in finding
money in a specialized section of
marine science? I am not a grantholder, and my promoter is a white
male. I chose to study where I am
because of the supervision I can receive
from recognized experts in my field of
interest, not for any other reason. Now
these experts turn out also to be white
males (not my fault either) worsening
my status in the view of politically
correct funders. It seems therefore, that
if you are specialized in a field of
marine science that do not contain
enough designated people with which
to collaborate, you may as well forget
about funding unless you find a way to
link your work to social upliftment or
poverty alleviation. Again, this focus
means that certain types of research and
data collection will not always be
funded. Individual scientists’ interests
seem to dominate funding channels at
tertiary level, while national funders
don’t always seem interested in funding
continual monitoring or ongoing
research in non-thrust fields. We have
all read the recent publications in
SANCOR literature related to similar
s e n t i me n ts i n f i e ld s s u c h a s
oceanography. The end result for startup scientists? Find a grant-holder and
do projects for which he or she can
secure funding. Is it surprising then
that we sit with serious data gaps and
skills shortages in specialist fields? If
South Africa had no problems with the
state of its marine resources, I could
understand the sidelining of individuals
in favour of others deemed more
suitable for the job. This is not the case

in my opinion. I feel that politics are
crippling aspects of marine science
through the exclusion of certain types
of candidates without having any
suitable alternatives. Will somebody
from MCM please explain how the
number of frozen posts at that
institution can possibly be to the
advantage of marine science? I am
also not surprised at the problems
marine science is facing regarding
redress candidates. If you are truly
previously disadvantaged, you will not
be tempted to work for the kind of
money, security and benefits on offer
in this sector while the rest of South
Africa is seeking redress candidates
and are willing to pay good money.
A final concern is the actual state of
our living marine resources. We have
publications dating back decades,
warning about the rate at which our
fish resources have been fished to
collapse. Perlemoen poaching have
been carrying on largely under the
nose of MCM with terribly little being
done until someone suddenly decided
that all scuba divers should be
punished to protect what little of the
resource remain. The examples carry
on but the underlying symptom is the
same. The problem is researched,
published and left to spiral out of
control. Stocks of linefish that is still
in a good state is rarer than gold.
Gurnard is now a restaurant delicacy
in stead of bycatch. Baseline data on
most commercially unimportant
species does not exist, and very few
habitats are well-studied and well
understood.
The monitoring of
estuaries in the Eastern Cape has long
been neglected. Baseline knowledge
on the state of estuarine resources in
previously well-studied estuaries has
not been updated in decades, while
smaller estuaries have never been
properly surveyed to start with.
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MCM seem hung up on compliance
only. You can be in possession of the
last 50 prawns present for all they
know, as long as you don’t exceed your
daily limit. We are entering a period of
rapid user expansion and climate
variability. Without a complete picture
of the past, how can we be prepared to
understand any future changes? We
have made steady and world-class
advances on specific species and
systems, but mostly only exploited
species of commercial interest and their
associated habitats. It is understandable
that fisheries research was prioritized
by M & CM, but who was supposed to
do the follow-up work to ensure that
stocks and fisheries don’t collapse?
Once we are done with the hake and
gurnard stocks, what will be catch of
the day? Other fields of expertise are
guarded rather well by the resident
expert(s). Data is not always easy to
find on the topic, but when you enquire
about doing research to provide the
data, you are informed that so and so
have already done the work but that the
data has not been published. What is
the use of unpublished data apart from

ensuring that the person owning it
remains the sole expert on the topic?
In my opinion, there is much to do to
start addressing these problems and I
am committed to do my bit. Only
problem is that I’m weighed down by
red tape and politics to the extent that I
sometimes wonder if I should not
forsake my principles and become a
rent-a-scientist for some mining
company. Do the powers at be care
more about who should be doing the
job than whether it gets done? Why is
job reservation being perpetuated at a
time when vacancies are plentiful and
certain fields of research stagnate
without active specialists? Marine and
Coastal Management have been
struggling financially for some time,
with funding issues again surfacing.
Marine science need to show young
scientists much more stability before
they start demanding that we remain in
the field or threaten us with punitive
measures such as forced employment to
work off study grants. At this rate, I
would like to see if they will find
enough places to make us work! I’m in

no mood to quit the field of science
that I am passionate about, and you
won’t see me emigrate in the near
future. I’m not of the old mindset that
expects the government to give me a
job, but I am tired of getting obstacles
thrown in my way when there is work
to be done and not enough people
doing it. I would like to see a more
balanced approach to funding to allow
for long term data collection in sectors
other than commercial stocks, and for
longer term work in variable habitats
that can’t be properly described in two
or three years. It would also not hurt
if we get paid well enough to justify
dedicating our time to marine science.
Few of us are lotto winners and we all
need to pay bills. Personal assistants
and diesel mechanics are earning more
than us at present and I do not feel that
there is any way for this to be
justified.
The author of this article is known to
the SANCOR student representative
and is willing to enter into dialogue
with interested parties.

Oceanography in Sasolburg
By Livhuwani Tshilate and Vanessa Rouhani

The

South African Institute for

Aquatic Biodiversity (SAIAB) team,
comprising Gaji Magajana, Vanessa
Rouhani and Livhuwani Tshilate from
the Communications Division, spent a
very busy week at the Sasol TechnoX
held in Sasolburg from 21-25 August
2006.
SAIAB ran daily workshops which
introduced learners from Grades 8 to 12

to oceanography and ocean currents.
The hands-on component of the
workshop involved simple experiments
on salinity, temperature and density.
The presentation also covered El Niño
and its effects on global climate and
fisheries. Teachers and learners
benefited from the workshop with some
teachers even participating in the
experiments. One of the teachers from
Are-Fedimeng Secondary School

remarked, “The work has been
informative, thought provoking, and
learner central. It has been a hands-on,
worthwhile learning experience”.
The main objective of SAIAB’s
participation at Sasol TechnoX was to
promote an interest in science, an
awareness of the aquatic environment,
and to introduce oceanography as a
career opportunity.
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By Pavs Pillay & Neville Sweijd
The BCLME and BENEFIT programmes
have jointly appointed a Training Officer
who is based at the BENEFIT Secretariat in
Swakopmund Namibia. The new appointee
is non-other then, the popular and erudite
Pavs Pillay, ex-SANCOR co-coordinator.
B ENguela
Environment
Fisheries
Interaction and Training (BENEFIT) and the
Benguela Current Large Marine Ecosystem
(BCLME) are busy implementing a new
exciting training programme in this year
and next year, but before anything let’s
begin by briefly telling you about BENEFIT
and the BCLME. BENEFIT is in its 9th year
as one of the foremost training and
research programmes in the Benguela
region (i.e. South Africa, Namibia and
Angola). BENEFIT was originally conceived
in 1995, adopted by the Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC) as a
project in June 1996, and formally
inaugurated in April 1997. Through the
years BENEFIT along with its affiliates and
collaborations with various institutions and
governmental departments has steadily
carried out region specific research of both
an environmental and a biological nature.
The (BCLME) Programme is a five year
multinational cross-sectoral initiative by the
afore-mentioned countries with its key
focus being to manage the living marine
resources of the Benguela Current LME in
an integrated and sustainable manner and
to protect the marine environment. It has
been chiefly addressing transboundary
problems; the sustainable management
and utilization of living resources; the
assessment of environmental variability,
ecosystem impacts and improvement of
predictability; and maintenance of
ecosystem health and management of
pollution. Both these programmes have
been the vehicles and drivers of much of
marine research in the Benguela region.
Furthermore both programmes had
identified in their conception stages that
training and capacity building play an
important role in ensuring a winning
programme with long-term success. These
programmes
have
subsequently
accomplished many of their training
objectives at various levels through several
mechanisms. Firstly, within the specified
projects training students and early-stage
researchers, secondly, through stand-alone
student bursaries and finally the
programmes have also conducted

independent training courses on various
issues from English language courses to on
board ships training. It has also been
instrumental in providing researchers
opportunities to conduct research on board
various research vessels from the RSS
Africana to the Meteor and the RV Fridtjof
Nansen.
While it has been successful to some
degree in its training endeavours, it was
recognized by the management that
training and capacity building was not
receiving the attention it deserved and that
a part-time committee would not suffice
these needs either. It was then decided that
a dedicated training programme, managed
by a full time training officer, would be a
better option. To this end, an in-service
training programme has been developed,
based on the needs identified by the
Benguela Current countries, which has now
been implemented as part of a programme
funded by the Norwegian Embassy in
Pretoria. Furthermore it was decided that
an in-service training programme would be
achievable, effective and far more
successful, than an academic programme.
The in-service training initiatives were
identified and fleshed out at two capacity
building workshops hosted by the two
organizations with the primary focus being
to ascertain immediate training and
capacity building needs for the region.
The programme consists of the following
activities planned for 2006/2007 – see table
Table: Planned BENEFIT In-service Training
Activities for 2006-2007
Activity

Number of Workshops

Stock Assessment

2 Workshops

Hydroacoustics
Survey Design
Methods

2 Workshops

Shipboard Training
Instrumentation
Fisheries
Management
Library Training and
Support
Report & Scientific
Writing
Language

1 Workshop
Piggy-backing on regular
monitoring lines of each
country
1 Workshop
2 Workshops / Courses
2 Workshops
1 Workshop
Lesson at various accredited
schools

This list of activities is over and above
BENEFIT and the BCLME’s regular training
within its projects and is independent of the
set BENEFIT and BCLME cruises.
While the programme is substantial, it is
by no means a complete or exhaustive
needs assessment but rather focuses on

key commonalities identified by the three
partner countries. So far the programme
is in full swing and thus far BENEFIT has
hosted a beginner’s stock assessment
course in Swakopmund and had several
people join South African research cruises
as trainees. For trainees comments on
these activities visit the BENEFIT website
under
the
training
link
(www.benefit.org.na/training).
One of the upcoming activities is the
library training and support activity,
BENEFIT envisages running a workshop
with the regions librarians at specialized
libraries (i.e. in marine science) whereby
they identify the needs, shortcomings in
terms of library resources and
infrastructure, as well share resources and
knowledge. It is hoped that such an
initiative would strengthen ties between
various centers ultimately resulting in
fluid movement of scientific information
(in the form of books and publications etc)
between the countries.
Following on from this, we recognize that
one of the requirements that builds and
accredits any scientific career is
publication. BENEFIT is hoping to host
two writing courses in the region, one on
report writing followed by a scientific
writing course. While it is true that
effective scientific writing cannot be
taught but comes with practice and effort,
BENEFIT believes that these courses will
be the starting point of equipping
researchers with the skills which will help
build confidence in their writing and
sharpen their writing prowess.
BENEFIT and the BCLME are also
currently carrying out an inventory study
on what training has been carried out thus
far in an attempt to quantify its
endeavours over the years. If you have
comments or suggestions on any of the
BENEFIT training activities please feel
free to contact us, we are always on the
look out for eager trainers and trainees
even if you happen to be outside the
region. Where feasible we will try our
best to accommodate you, but naturally,
within
certain
conditions.

BENEFIT
Tel: +264 (0) 64 410 1167
Fax:+264 (0) 64 405 913

Email: pavs@benguela.org
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WINTERSCHOOL
AT SAIAB
By Nomtha Myoli

Emerging

South African students in

the biological sciences had the
opportunity to attend a new course in
Biosystematics introduced by the South
African Institute for Aquatic
Biodiversity (SAIAB) from 19 to 27
June 2006. SAIAB invited participation
from students who historically have not
had access to established research
networks. From the four corners of
South Africa the 17 Honours and
Masters students were recruited from
the following universities: Walter
Sisulu University in Mthatha,
University of Limpopo, University of
Venda, University of Zululand,
University of KwaZulu-Natal and
University of Fort Hare. Through this
course, which is funded by National
Research Foundation (NRF), these
students gained exposure to practicing
professionals in the biodiversity field
and to SAIAB.

Above: The SAIAB Biosystematics
Course Students

The objective of the course was to

expose the students to SAIAB’s
specific research focus, the aquatic
environment, and so contribute to their
development as biologists and future
custodians of our limited natural
resources. Water as a sustaining lifesource as well as a medium for life, was
the message underpinning the 10-day
course of lectures, practical work and
field trips. These activities covered
biological diversity in freshwater,
estuary and marine environments.
Students studied fish biology, ecology
and genetics of aquatic organisms.
They were also exposed to cutting-edge
developments in collections
management, molecular laboratory
techniques and tissue banking, as well
as Geographic Information Systems and
Information Management.
In his welcoming address, Professor
Paul Skelton, SAIAB’s Managing
Director, highlighted the importance of
Biosystematics in managing and
maintaining the biodiversity of the
environment for future generations.
Through population growth and the
associated impact on increasingly
vulnerable natural resources we are fast
losing biodiversity. Professor Skelton
stressed that relatively speaking, there
are few biologists in South Africa. He
added that biologists’ role as custodians
of a body of knowledge can provide the
nation and its decision makers with the
information and tools to use natural
resources wisely and sustainably.
As an NRF research facility, SAIAB’s
mandate is to ensure that emerging
scientists are exposed to the best the
nation has to offer. This includes

practical insight into scientific
research as well as an appreciation of
t h e i mp o r ta n t r o l e e f f e c t iv e
communication of research plays in
developing public awareness of
science, hence the students were also
given an introductory workshop on
science mass communication.
For its first programme, the course
was successful and SAIAB plans to
run it annually with the aim of
developing a pool of better equipped,
up-and-coming South African
scientists with whom the Institute and
other NRF facilities can promote
future direct and indirect links.

Bioscience month and the
African Coelacanth
Ecosystem Programme goes
to the Limpopo Province,
South Africa
By Karen Binning

August

2006

was

declared

Bioscience month! This is an initiative
of the Department of Science and
Technology (DST) and is
implemented by the South African
Agency for Science and Technology
Advancement (SAASTA). This
initiative aims to highlight the
importance of biological sciences,
especially those focusing on marine
environment, and the African
Coelacanth Ecosystem Programme
(ACEP). ACEP is a flagship
programme within the South African
Institute for Aquatic Biodiversity and
is based in Grahamstown, Eastern
Cape, South Africa.
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As part of this initiative ACEP, in
collaboration with the Phalaborwa
Foundation, the South African
Environmental Observation Network
(SAEON) and Mary Raganya, an
educator at Vuxeni High School in
Namakgale, ran an exciting, action
packed programme. The programme
highlighted the oceans and their
importance to us, even in land and ran
from the 1st to the 4th of August in
Namagkale, Limpopo Province. The
programme was aimed at learners,
educators as well as women in the
community.
Four educator workshops were
facilitated and educational materials
that use the marine environment as a
basis were introduced to educators in
the foundation, intermediate, senior and
FET phases.
These materials are
produced by the ACEP and are linked
to the South African Revised National
Curriculum Statements and allow
educators to bring the marine
environment into their classrooms and
discuss issues around these resources.
Sixty-Five educators attended the
workshops from the area.
Land based pollution is a real problem
in the marine environment and a
workshop for women was offered to
illustrate the impact that this pollution
has on the ocean and also to impart
skills to those who are unemployed. In
Port Elizabeth, unemployed women in
the Motherwell Community started a
project to clean up their community of
rubbish and prevent this pollution from
reaching the oceans; and to use this
“rubbish” to make items that they now
sell in order to generate an income.
Eunice Jacobs, from the Motherwell
Buy Back Centre, was flown to
Phalaborwa to share her knowledge and
skills with the women in the
Namakgale Community. In the
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workshop Eunice demonstrated various
uses of “rubbish” and how these can be
turned into items that can be of use and
sold to generate an income. The women
have elicited the assistance of the
Phalaborwa Foundation to explore the
option of setting up a similar project in
the community.

As part of the educator and community
workshops, 1 educator and 1
community member were selected to be
part of the forth coming research
expedition and they were Mr Elliot
Mnisi from Vuxeni High School and
Mrs Linah Rahlano.
A learner competition was also hosted
as part of biosciences month. This
competition was open to any Grade 11
learners doing maths, science and/or
biology. The learners had to write an
essay titled “The value of the deep
ocean to me and my community”. The
two winners of the essay competition
would also get an opportunity to spend
time on board the research ship, the
FRS Algoa. ACEP received 54 essays
of very high quality, but unfortunately
only 2 could join the expedition. Ms
Rellah Mtsenga from Vuxeni High
School and Mr Lucky Malesa from
Maphokwane High School were
selected as the winners of this
competition.
These 4 intrepid adventurers departed
on the 23 August for Port Elizabeth,
where they boarded the research ship
on the 24th after completing their
medicals. They were originally going to

spend 9 days on board the ship, but
due to bad weather, they got to spend
12 days at sea having first hand
experience of the saying “the ocean is
boss”. During this time they got to
work alongside the scientists and
learnt more about the marine
environment and ways we study the
oceans.
The University of Limpopo, Science
Centre hosted presentations by ACEP
as part of the month’s activities. The
first presentation was for learners and
educators and it gave a broad outline
of the Programme and introduced the
learners to marine environment. The
second presentation was aimed at
students and staff at the University and
highlighted science programmes and
current findings. The presentations
were attended by 140 learners,
educators and lecturers.
Hopefully learners and educators in
the Limpopo Province are now more
aware of the impact that the ocean has
on their lives and how they are able to
impact the oceans, even though they
are far away from them. We are sure
that the schools and learners look
forward to hearing about the
expedition and life on board a research
ship from those who have the
opportunity to go and experience this.
We would like to take this opportunity
to thank DST and SAASTA for
making the funds available for this
outreach and all our partners who
assisted with the organisation and
execution of the week’s activities. We
would also like to thank the scientists
on board the FRS Algoa for spending
time with the learners and providing
them with information and hands on
experience.
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ACEP takes marine research into the
classroom
By Karen Binning

The African Coelacanth Ecosystem
Programme (ACEP), which was
initiated in South Africa after the
discovery of coelacanths off the coast
of KwaZulu-Natal in 2000, aims to
carry out research for the best
management of the ocean’s shared
resources and marine protected areas on
which so many people depend.

educators by bringing the “experts” into
the classroom. The educators are then
able to facilitate the sessions using a
manual supplied with the video. The
two video based programmes are as
follows:
Ocean Exploration with Old Four
Legs - Video 1

manual - again designed for learners in
Grades 7 – 9, but which can be used
for learners in Grades 10 & 11 as well.
The CD Rom offers information to
learners, video clips, games and
activities allowing them to learn about
“scientists at work” as they continue
though the sessions.
Scientists at Work – Interactive CD

ACEP has an extensive marine
environmental education and awareness
sub-programme and is actively
involved in producing educational
materials, learner programmes,
awareness initiatives and professional
development of educators. All
initiatives are aimed at developing our
youth to appreciate and care for their
environment, consider science and
technology careers, increase science
literacy and empower educators to
share ocean knowledge with their
learners. All the workshop content and
exhibits use the knowledge gained
through research undertaken by ACEP
on the deeper ocean, using the
coelacanth as the icon for sustainability,
education and research.
EDUCATOR RESOURCES
ACEP has developed and is
continuously developing new educator
resources linked to the Revised
National Curriculum Statements
(RNCS) for use in classrooms
throughout the country.
Two video based learning programmes
aimed at Grades 7 –9 have been
developed to date. The video based
programmes are designed to assist

This video concentrates on why oceans
are important to us and also introduces
learners to the different habitats in the
ocean and the biodiversity that occurs
in these habitats. The video has been
developed for Senior Phase learners in
the General Education and Training
Band. The module has been designed to
provide opportunities for learners to
develop skills and for teachers to assess
learners’ mastery of outcomes listed in
the Natural Science, Technology and
Social Sciences Learning Areas.
Ocean Careers with Old Four Legs –
Video 2
This video introduces learners to
different careers associated with the
marine environment. Careers linked to
ports, ships, research vessels, physical
and biological sciences are discussed.
The video was developed for Senior
Phase learners in the General Education
and Training Band and was designed to
provide opportunities for learners to
develop skills and for teachers to assess
learners’ mastery of outcomes listed in
the Life Orientation and Natural
Science learning Areas.
ACEP has developed an interactive CD
ROM including an educator and learner

The interactive CD gives learners
insight into the lives of scientists who
are involved in deep-sea research. It
takes a look at research vessels,
submersibles and the work scientists
do and has been developed for Senior
Phase learners in the General
Education and Training Band. The
module has been designed to provide
opportunities for learners to develop
skills and for teachers to assess
learners’ mastery of outcomes listed in
the Natural Science, Mathematics,
Social Sciences and Technology
Learning Areas.
Marine Related Worksheets
ACEP has also developed a cartoon
booklet and 3 associated workbooks
for learners of different grades. These
workbooks allow educators to bring
the marine environment into the
classroom.
These sessions introduce learners to
different concepts linked to the marine
environment and are divided into
foundation phase, intermediate phase
and senior phase - and each workbook
focuses on aspects relevant to the
curriculum in that phase.
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Learning areas include Natural Science,
Life Orientation, Mathematics,
Technology, Social Sciences, Arts &
Culture and Languages.
Foundation Phase: coelacanths, special
creatures of the deep, other canyon
creatures, adaptations for feeding and
camouflage and protection.
Intermediate Phase: coelacanths, living
in the deep sea, a canyon adventure,
modeling a deep-sea canyon and rocky
shore habitats.
Senior Phase: Coelacanths and
timelines, keeping a Jago logbook,
ecology of coelacanths, global warming
and coelacanths, and people and the
coast.
Coelacanth Fact Sheet
A coelacanth fact sheet has also been
developed to supplement the above
resources and to act as a general
reference guide to learners and includes
information about the coelacanth, their
biology, distribution and interesting
facts for easy use by learners and
educators.
ACEP facilitates workshops around the
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country on these resources, giving
educators the opportunity to engage
with the material and discuss the
Programme before using the material in
their classrooms.
If you would like ACEP to run an
educator workshop on any of these
resources or would like to order a copy
of one of the resources, please visit the
education section of the website for
more information www.acep.co.za
ACEP EE is also in the process of
developing a new set of resources
focusing on climates, wetlands and
estuaries, the coast and deep sea
environments – watch the website for
news on these new resources.

in the process learn about the marine
environment, marine research, the
Programme and careers. Last year
eight educators from various provinces
got to experience life at sea.
This experience offers a unique
opportunity in South Africa for
educators to enrich their knowledge,
take part in active learning and gain
life experiences beyond the reach of
many, and empowering educators to
take this knowledge and excitement
back into the classroom and their
community.
If you would like more information on
the “Learner on Board’ programme,
please download the information and
application form from the website
www.acep.co.za .

EDUCATORS ON BOARD
Another one of the initiatives
offered by ACEP is the ’Educator
on Board’ Programme. Educators
apply to join one of the research
expeditions conducted by ACEP
and those selected get to
experience life at sea, spend time
aboard a research ship, work
alongside scientists and crew and

Fish Printing for young and old– I did it all by
myself
By Vanessa Rouhani

Making prints of fish is a fun way to
learn about fish! Vanessa Rouhani,
Science Communicator at the South
African Institute for Aquatic
Biodiversity (SAIAB), has been
running increasingly popular fish
printing workshops. The printing
process is based on the ancient
Japanese art form of Gyotaku.
Pronounced “gee-oh- tah-ku” , ‘gyo’
means ‘fish’ and ‘taku’ means a

‘rubbing’. Traditionally, inks and paper
are used to produce an image of a fish
and, apart from the eye, there would be
no touching up of the resulting print.
This procedure was used to record the
size and shape of a fish specimen.
Using fish specimens which are no
longer of use in the National Fish
Collection at SAIAB, fabric paints are
applied directly to the fish. After
practicing on pieces of cloth, and once

the participants are confident in their
technique, prints are made onto Tshirts to provide a long-lasting,
colourful image.
As an introduction to the workshops,
participants are given background on
SAIAB and some of the projects being
conducted by the researchers. They
hear about the National Fish
Collection and SAIAB’s new, state-ofthe-art collection facility and learn
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some basic fish biology while they
handle the specimens.
These workshops were run for adults
(including teachers and artists) and art
students during National Science Week
in May of this year. They were also run
for children during the Children’s Arts
Festival (under the umbrella of the
National Arts Festival) held in
Grahamstown in July.
Commenting on how she found running

these workshops for such a wide range
of participants (some as young as four

years old), Rouhani observed that
working with adults for the first time
was interesting as they were really
keen to perfect their technique, and
added flourishes such as brush strokes
to produce interesting backgrounds,
while younger participants’ comments,
like “I did it all by myself!”,
highlighted the importance of being
able to do it oneself, rather than the
end result.

Above: Children’s festival group with
Vanessa Rouhani at SAIAB

BULLETIN BOARD
BOOKS

It

is not often that an international

publisher brings out a book of direct
interest to the South African marine
community. The publisher Springer has
in the past month done so. The book is
called The Agulhas Current.
This book covers in detail – and
supported by all currently available
publications in the primary literature –
the circulation of the South Indian
Ocean, the sources of the Agulhas
Current, the Current proper, its
retroflection, Agulhas rings, the
Agulhas Return Current and the
influence of all these on the adjacent
shelves and the coastline. It deals in
depth with the influence of this current
system on local weather, climate and
climate variability. It also identifies
those areas and regions where very
little is know and for which better

information is crucial if we ever want to
carry out operational oceanography and
prediction for the region.
The book has a distinct bias towards
physical oceanography, but this is not
entirely due to the author’s own
specialty. There is just much less known
about the biology, chemistry and
geology of this system. What is known
has been largely included in the book,
so it has a multidisciplinary flavour.
The Agulhas Current is based on the
work of a very large number of
oceanographers, both South African and
from abroad, that are identified in a
name index. Their publications appear
in an extensive bibliography. Some
prominent South African
oceanographers that are mentioned by
name are Gründlingh, Schumann, van
Ballegooyen, Duncombe Rae, Shannon,
Rouault, Reason and Shillington.

UCT launches MA‐RE
Institute

The University of Cape Town Senior
Executive has recognized Marine
Research as an important development

area because of our strategic
geographic position between cool and
warm ocean currents with ready access
to three major world oceans. This is
coupled with UCT’s long history of
marine research concerning the rich
biodiversity and fisheries of the oceans
in the southern African region. UCT
probably has the only Physical
Oceanography Department in Africa,
and a tradition of over 100 years of
marine biological research. Thus one
of the first two Signature Theme
initiatives at UCT is manifest in
establishing the Marine Research
(MA-RE) Institute.
The MA-RE Institute is an umbrella
body covering many departments and
faculties involved in marine research at
UCT, and currently includes some 40
permanent UCT researchers. It will
co-ordinate and foster crossdisciplinary and inter-faculty research
projects and develop marine curricula.
MA-RE plans to raise funds for
improved bursaries and mentoring.
Areas of particular development and
capacity building will include marine
law and policy, integrated coastal
management, marine biotechnology,
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operational oceanography, Southern
Ocean research, satellite oceanography
and numerical modeling, marine
engineering, an ecosystem approach to
fisheries, seabird research and marine
biodiversity studies. It is hoped that
MA-RE will soon form the nucleus of a
partnership of marine research institutes
in the region.
The MA-RE (pronounced Maa-ray)
Institute will:
•

Foster inter-disciplinary marine
research projects

•

Organise a regular seminar series
in conjunction with SANCOR

•

Act as a gateway between UCT
and the outside world for marine
research contracts

•

Provide administrative support for
marine research meetings, projects
and activities

•

Form links with other bodies in the
region and overseas with similar or
complementary interests

MA-RE hopes to host at least two DSTNRF Research Chairs and will provide
administrative support for these and for
the African Centre for Co-operative
Earth Stewardship Science (ACCESS),
a joint venture between the CSIR and
UCT. MA-RE is situated in new
offices adjacent to the Oceanography
Department in the RW James Building
on the UCT upper campus.
It
incorporates the Centre for Marine
Studies which will merge into MA-RE
in 2006-7. It is staffed by: a part-time
Director (Professor John Field), a
Manager (Emlyn Balarin) and
Administrative Assistant (Helen King).
A new Website is presently under
development .The MA-RE phone
number: 021-650 3283
Email: ma-re@ocean.uct.ac.za
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Friends of the Ocean
The

Friends of the Ocean is an

association for people of all
backgrounds who share an interest and
passion for the oceans/seas. It provides
people the opportunity to contribute
towards peace and prosperity of the
oceans. It achieves this by organizing
and participating in awareness-raising
activities, by supporting the work of the
International Ocean Institute, and by
raising funds for the African Oceans
Bursary Fund.
The African Oceans Bursary Fund aims
to grow to a level where it can support
students from the African continent
pursuing postgraduate studies in oceanrelated fields at home or abroad.
Members of the association are
afforded the opportunity of
participating in and the organizing of
Friends activities and events such as
guided interpretive walks along the
seashore with trained marine biologists,

21st Annual Meeting of the
Society for Conservation Biology;
1 * 5 July 2007
Theme: One World, One Conservation,
One Partnership
The Governing Board of the Marine
Section, Society for Conservation
Biology (SCB) invites your
participation in the 21st Annual
Meeting of the Society for
Conservation Biology.
The Meeting will be Hosted by: The
Centre for African Conservation
Ecology (ACE) of the Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University, Port

port/harbour visits,
mariculture farms, etc.

visits

to

Members may also wish to become
involved in raising the awareness of
oceans and coasts and the issues which
threaten them and in fundraising
activities and events for the African
Oceans Bursary Fund.
Annual membership is available to
individual members, family group
members, corporate members, and
student members at a reduced rate. All
members will have access to the
Friends network and the support of
corporate members will be
acknowledged on the Friends of the
Ocean website.
To become a member, please request a
membership form from either Kim on
021 959 3088 or Jocelyn on 021 959
2566 or email: ioi-sa@uwc.ac.za

Elizabeth, South Africa, and co-hosted
by the Africa Section of the SCB. The
meeting will feature a diverse array of
plenary sessions, symposia,
workshops, organized discussions,
contributed oral presentations, and
poster sessions.
The Marine Governing Board is
particularly hopeful that African and
other international marine
conservation biology scientists,
practitioners, and students will join us
at this important meeting. The Local
Organizing Committee for the
conference has met with the Marine
Section and encourages our
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involvement in this 21st annual
meeting, so this conference offers a
wonderful opportunity for marine
scientists!
SCB is dedicated to effective
communications regarding conservation
science, policy, and practice in all
habitats on earth, with emphasis on
both conceptual and habitat-specific
issues. The Marine Section Governing
Board is striving to ensure that
communications about conservation
science at SCB reflect an increased
consideration of marine ecosystems,
both in conceptual and habitat-oriented
contexts. Your participation at the
2007 Meeting will help us all achieve
this important goal.
Short Course proposals must be
submitted by 13 November.
Call for abstracts for papers and
poster will be from 16 October 2006 8 January 2007
Early registration for the meeting
begins 15 January 2007.
Complete and current information
regarding the meeting can be found on
the following websites:
http://www.conbio.org/2007 (the main
website for the conference).
Please follow the links on that website
to the call for proposals for Symposia,
Workshops and Organised Discussions

(gemsbok@mweb.co.za)
Ronel.nel@nmmu.ac.za

Impacts of ocean acidification on
coral reefs and other marine
calcifiers.

4th International Zooplankton
Production Symposium Sponsored by
ICES/PICES/GLOBEC. Info at:

Report from a workshop held in
April 2005 and sponsored by NSF,
NOAA and

http://www.pices.int/meetings/internati
onal_symposia/2007_symposia/4th_Zo
opl ankton/4th_Zoopl.aspx

USGS. Edited by Kleypas, Feely,
Fabry, Langdon, Sabine and
Robbins, 88 pp.
The report can be downloaded from

SOLAS Open Science Conference
SOLAS is very pleased to announce
that the next SOLAS Open Science
Conference will be held in
<http://www.xicec.com/index3.htm>
Xiamen, China, 6-9 March 2007. The
Conference will be hosted by Guang
Yu Shi (Inst. Atmospheric Physics)
and Minhan Dai (Xiamen U.) and and
will follow on from the successful
meeting in Halifax in 2004.
Registration is now open at
http://www.uea.ac.uk/env/solas/ss04.ht
ml

<http://www.isse.ucar.edu/florida/>
http://www.isse.ucar.edu/florida/
US JGOFS Final Data Report

The final 2 volumes (DVD-ROM
volumes 3 and 4, SMP results) of the
US JGOFS
Final Data Report is available for
distribution. To receive your copy,
please use the data report request
form at:
http://usjgofs.whoi.edu/publications/
RequestDataRpt.html

The role of squid in pelagic marine
ecosystems. Check the announcement

For more information please look at:

a
t
:
<http://web.pml.ac.uk/globec/structure
/regional/cliotop/squid_announce.pdf>

V
o
l
u
m
e
<http://usjgofs.whoi.edu/publications
/DataRptvol3.html> 3 :

http://www.globec.org/structure/regio
nal/cliotop/squid_announce.pdf

Synthesis and Modeling Project
Results, part 2, published on DVDROM,

http://compworx.isat.co.za/scb/callsym.
htm;

November 2005

and Short Courses
http://compworx.isat.co.za/scb/callcour.
htm
Please note that Ronel Nel and Mandy
Lombard are trying to co-ordinate as
much marine participation at the
meeting as possible (both locally and
internationally), and they welcome
further discussion and ideas around
this. Their contact details are:
M a n d y

L o m b a r d

AUSTRAL SUMMER INSTITUTE
VII: s
Methane biogeochemistry and
geophsics & Remote sensing and
ocean-land interactions. Info at
<http://www2.udec.cl/oceanoudec/oc
eanografia/definicion2.html>
http://www2.udec.cl/oceanoudec/ocea
nografia/definicion2.html

V
o
l
u
m
e
<http://usjgofs.whoi.edu/publications
/DataRptvol4.html> 4 :
Synthesis and Modeling Project
Results, part 3, published on DVDROM,
December 2005
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CHANGING TIDE AT
SANCOR
Many

of you may have noted that

there have been some changes
happening at SANCOR. Pavs Pillay,
our SANCOR Secretary, has resigned
and moved to Namibia, where she is the
Training and Capacity Building Officer
for the BENEFIT programme. Pavs was
with SANCOR for many years and
proved herself to be a capable and
efficient secretary. She was involved in
all aspects of SANCOR management
and played a crucial role in keeping us
all informed of activities and
opportunities. She is very happy in
Namibia and has taken to her new
position w ith en thusiasm and
excitement.

Another change has been that of Chair
of the SANCOR Steering Committee.
Kim Prochazka completed her time as
the chair of the committee and has
‘retired’. Kim worked incredibly hard
on the development of the new Sea

Change programme and has done an
excellent job getting a wide range of
scientists to agree on a broad vision and
direction for marine science in South
Africa. This was a difficult task as
getting scientists to agree is always a
challenge. Nevertheless, she managed
the process with diplomacy and the end
product is one that we can all be proud
to be part of. On behalf of the whole
SANCOR community we would like to
thank Pavs and Kim most sincerely for
their hard work and dedication to
SANCOR. SANCOR has grown and
matured under your guidance and we
thank you both.

On the new front, we would like to
welcome Mary Katerere as the new
SANCOR secretary. Mary holds an
LLM degree from the University of
Free State, having specialised in
International Environmental Law and
Development and Planning Law. She
has worked as an intern at the
Environmental Evaluation Unit at UCT.
Mary is interested in sustainable
development and access & benefit

sharing issues which impact on coastal
and marine conservation. She enjoys
meeting new people and has already
had a chance to meet many of the
SANCOR community. We would like
to welcome Mary and wish her a long
and happy time with SANCOR.
Another change is that I have taken
over from Kim as the Chair of the
SANCOR Steering Committee Chair.
The steering committee has some
exciting plans for the next few years
and we will introduce you to these
during the next newsletters. Please
remember that SANCOR is a
membership based network. Mary and
I are here to make the network work
for you but the network will only
function if we all work together.
Please let us know if you have any
ideas or suggestions on how we can
make SANCOR work better, for you
and marine science in South Africa.

Mary Katerere - sancor@deat.gov.za
J u d y
M a n n - L a n g
jmann@seaworld.org.za

-

SANCOR International Student Travel Grant for 2007

The

SANCOR International Student

Travel Grant Award is presented to a
student in recognition of their work
accomplished thus far. The SANCOR
Travel Grant offers up and coming
young marine scientists the opportunity
to attend an international conference

and to showcase their research as well
as gain experience in presenting a paper
to an international audience.
Furthermore it provides the ideal
platform for the student to interact and
network with national and international
experts in the same research field.
Applications for the 2007 award must

be submitted to the SANCOR
secretariat before 30 November 2006.
For more information please contact
Mrs Mary Katerere
sancor@deat.gov.za
Fax: 021 421 7406
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